HANDY HINTS

FOR MARDEN HOUSEWIVES
Weekly Pages for Women with Homes - Part 2

Here is Part Two of the handy household hints for
women provided by the November edition of the
1934 Parish magazine:
Thursday’s Cooking:
To freshen cold joints:- If you do not care
for stews or hashes, run some cold water
over joint for 3 or 4 minutes, then put in
fairly hot oven to warm through. It will
taste almost like a freshly cooked joint. (Not
sure about the Health and Safety issues here!)
Friday’s Household:
Dark Cupboards: - Suspend a shilling
electric torch to a piece of string and attach
to hook or nail in cupboard so that it cannot
be taken away. This method is cheaper and
safer than the use of candles and matches.
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Damp in New Homes:- Do not put
umbrellas near wall if not papered as the
lime in walls will make holes in them.
Corks, dipped in paraffin wax, should be put
behind the pictures by seccotining (?) of
suitable size at each lower corner.
Saturday’s Children:
Baby’s Hair: - if this is scanty and does not
appear to be growing, rub a few drops of
pure olive oil gently into the scalp about an
hour before Baby’s bath-time.
To clean feeding-bottles: - Crushed eggshells, with a little warm water put into the
bottle and shaken well, clean better than a
brush. Also, any danger of a bristle being left
in is avoided.
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The Craft of the Cooper

I

s there anyone out there with the
surname of Cooper? If so they
should be proud of their heritage of
such a meticulous craft. It’s certainly a
craft, which has interested Richard Filmer
who showed us photos of
coopers from all over
Europe,
many
still
working in much the
same way as their
forefathers.
The craft of barrel
making began with the
Egyptians and Romans.
A barrel, which holds 36
gallons, is a complex
shape, yet can be easily
rolled despite its weight.
Different shapes are used
for different liquids, but
there are no tape measures to be found in
a cooper’s workshop.
The skill is all in having an accurate
eye. At one time 34,000 barrels per year
were made in Ireland, but today there are
only 8 working coopers left in Britain,
some of their work being to repair older
barrels. Once made and filled, the wood
swells and causes the barrel to become
watertight; although the contents are not
always liquid ones.
They are known to have held cobnuts,
herrings, mustard, nails, oysters and even

cement, which was transported along the
Medway. If iron hoops weren’t used round
the barrels, then the hoops would be made
of softer woods such as hazel or chestnut;
whilst oak is the best wood for the staves.
Tuns are another
barrel measurement –
leading to boat tonnage
and tubs are another
variation on the theme,
with them being used
since mediaeval times for
bathing etc.
Next we heard of
the tools needed –
cleaver, side axe, draw
knife and plane. The oak
would
be
carefully
chosen and then shaped
by eye alone before
being laid out for assembly.
Once assembled (no nails) the staves
would be pulled or winched together, the
barrel placed over a fire for the heat to
make the wood more pliable, before the
hoops were banged down. A compass
would be used to draw the heads of the
casks and then the heads were fitted into
the bevelled ends – an exacting task not to
drop them. The larger the cask the more
difficult to retrieve anything falling inside!
Today’s enormous vats are flat packed
to be erected in a new country by the
cont'd overleaf

coopers who made them.With a bunghole
made and sealed the job of the cooper is
finished. However there are casks with
elaborate carving on them – usually the
sign of a high quality sherry.
Some of the coopers’ work is so good
that 400-year-old sherry casks are being
sold to whisky brewers. Whisky also gains
some of its flavour from the tannin in the
oak.You might even get a half-barrel from

the local garden centre for planting.
We had our own Cooper noted in
the trade directories – William Parsons is
listed from 1845 – 1858. Later on we had
a hoop maker, John Henry Launder, who
worked in Marden during the years of
1917 and 1934.
Thank you Richard for sharing your
interest in such a fascinating and exacting
craft.
EUNICE DOSWELL

MINCE PIES

M

forefathers, who have turned this feast,
embers may be interested to
pretending the memory of Christ, into an
learn of this topical piece of
extreme forgetfulness of him by giving
history regarding one of our
liberty to carnal and sensual delights,
favourite Christmas treats.
contrary to the life which Christ himself
During his time in government,
led here on Earth'.
Cromwell introduced a law banning mince
The dispute over mince pies may have
pies at Christmas. It is said that this was
arisen because importing currants was
done because the ingredients of mince pies
banned in 1642, which may have curbed
and plum puddings were pagan in origin,
the festive endeavours of
and their consumption
the pastry chefs of the
was part of an ancient
Commonwealth, who
fertility ritual, along with
could have substituted
maypoles, dancing in
raisins, which were not
church, Yule logs and
banned. The reason for
decorating the home
this was that currants
with holly and ivy - all of
came
from
Islamic
which is not true.
Turkey, while raisins
In 1642, a law was
came from Christian
passed decreeing a fast on
Greece. At the time,
the last Wednesday of
Mince Pie production at Cadby Hall 1927
© Peter Bird
though, mince pies
every month, but in 1644
contained minced meat, so the
Christmas fell on the last Wednesday in
unavailability of a particular fruit should
December, and it was unclear to people
not have been a problem.
whether they should feast or fast. So the
For good measure the Puritans
Puritans passed a special law confirming
abolished all other feast days, but allowed
that a fast should be held on Christmas Day,
servants, scholars and apprentices to have
which should be observed with ‘more
the second Tuesday of every month off for
solemn humiliation, because it may call to
recreation and relaxation.
EDITH DAVIS
remembrance our sins and the sins of our

A CHRISTMAS TALE
arden has one or two ghost
stories and it is perfectly
appropriate to recount the
following one after Christmas. I heard it
first in my youth along with others. This
particular version is, in fact, taken from
Volume 1 of Charles Igglesden’s, “A
saunter through Kent with pen and pencil”,
first published in 1900.
“I cannot better close my sketch of
Marden than by relating a strange tragedy
that occurred many years ago along the
Hawkhurst Road. It was in the halcyon
days of the highwaymen,
and on a certain Christmas
Eve towards the close of the last
century (i.e.1790s: Ed.) a notorious
desperado named Gilbert, who was the
terror of the neighbourhood, owing not
so much to his daring exploits as to the
cruelty with which he treated his
victims, hailed a coach just as it was
entering the village of Marden.
Its two occupants were an old man and
a young girl, and in a bantering tone of
voice ordered both to alight. The
lady had just reached the ground when
through some unknown cause the horses
suddenly bolted, and dashing towards
Marden, left the highwayman and his fair
captive standing alone in the road.The alarm
was sounded in the village, and the griefstricken old man returned to the spot with a
great number of men.
All they saw by the light of their
lanterns was Gilbert lying near the hedge, his
hand pressed tightly by his side. Life was
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ebbing fast away, but he was able to tell his
awe-stricken hearers that, recognising him as
the murderer of her brother, the young lady
had suddenly drawn a dagger from her belt
and stabbed him in the side. Then he fell
back dead.
But where was the girl? All night they
sought her and, at last, in the early dawn her
huddled form was seen crouched behind a
tree some miles away. Her brother’s death
had been avenged. But she was mad.
It is supposed that the highwayman was
buried by the wayside, and during the last
generation the country folks has
looked upon the spot with horror,
because it was said that every
Christmas Eve the ghostly
struggle between the
highwayman
and
his
captive was repeated in a weird
silence.
I give the story as told me by
a descendant of the girl’s father, a
member of an old Weald of Kent family.
But from enquiries made in Marden I
can trace nothing further, so it seems as
though this old ghost story is dying out,
even in the recollection of the villagers
themselves”
Well, it didn’t die out completely, as
it changed little between then and my
hearing it 60 years later. I was also told
the location was at Bunches Lake (before
the coming of the railway of course),
which fits in well with the location of
“the Hawkhurst Road, on the outskirts
of the village”.
GRAHAM TIPPEN
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